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KQM-E00202 – Extractor Inflatable Rib Upgrade Kit  
 
A newly designed rib, made thicker than the original, is now offered for Centrifugal Extractors.  
Along with the new rib a plastic hold down and protection device is provided to help reduce shear 
force on the rib sides.   
Failures in the past related to rib damage from goods tumbling and shearing the ribs from the 
side.  The ribs also were torn out from the hold down bracket.  The glue and friction ring are an 
attempt to limit the slip of the rubber from under the hold down ring.   
   
There are two ribs and the associated mounting hardware in the kit.   After you purchase the kit 
you can buy the thicker rubber rib only as a spare in the future.  The part number of the rib 
alone is 03-16014C.   
The glue is applied to the basket and the rubber rib flange to help stop the rib from slipping 
under the hold down ring.  The sandpaper is installed between the white plastic and the rubber 
to further help hold the rubber in place.   
The white rubber gasket is slipped over the rubber after mounting and cushions the rubber rib 
from the bolt heads and holes in the hold down ring.   
There is an instructional video in the kit.   
 
This kit is recommended when replacing the original rib part number 03 16014B.   
 

 
Kit KQM-E00202 with 2 ribs and associated hardware packed for shipment 
 

 
White plastic rib protector and hold down device.   
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All kit parts (include 2 of each part shown) : 
 
From top to bottom: 
Rubber rib with thicker wall thickness than prior rib 
White plastic rib hold down and protector 
Friction ring to prevent rubber from slipping from under the plastic 
Instruction CD 
Hardware kit  
White rubber cushion to prevent the bolt heads and holes from damaging rib 
Tube of glue (not pictured) used to help prevent rubber from slipping on basket   


